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Red Light, Green Light and Potholes, Oh MY!
Repaving Our Orientation Process

Kelly Honyak MSN, RN-BC & Sarah Wolfe MSN, RN-BC
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No formal process for preceptors to document or 

communicate RN new graduate orientation process. This 

resulted in:

Late identification of problems and issues

Communication gaps and associated frustration from 

preceptors, new grads, and leadership

Extended orientation times

Increased costs related to longer orientation

Note: Standard Critical Care orientation length is 12 weeks 

for all units except ICU which is 16 weeks

If we develop a tool to allow the preceptors to document 

progress throughout orientation and hold regular progress 

meetings, then problem areas will be identified and 

addressed promptly decreasing frustration and extended 

orientation lengths for new grads. 

Progress meetings are held every three weeks during 

orientation.
Scheduled and facilitated by the Nursing Professional 

Development Specialist (PDS)

Participants include: Preceptor, new grad, unit leadership 

representative and PDS

Weekly preceptor tools reviewed and discussed 

New learning opportunities are identified which ensures  

each new grad is getting the variety of patient experiences 

they need. 

Specific goals are set for the next 3 weeks to guide 

orientation. These are usually determined by areas that are 

in the red.

Subsequent progress meetings start with a review of the 

previous goals, if they have been achieved or barriers 

encountered

Entire team sets and agrees upon goals for the next three 

weeks

At the end of orientation, all forms are placed into the 

employee’s file to show documented progress during the 

orientation period.

Collaborated with unit leadership to determine performance 

categories:

Time Management

SBAR

Critical Thinking

Technical Skills

Confidence

Customer Service

Utilized the LEAN concept of visual management to 

document orientation performance

Green = Meeting expectations

Red = Not meeting expectations

One form completed per week by preceptor and reviewed 

with new grad

Performance examples are provided to assist with 

evaluation

Preceptors and new grad should collaborate to determine 

goals to turn red categories green

Timely problem identification

Fewer incidences of extending orientation

Overall shorter orientation period

Improved satisfaction preceptor, new grad, unit leadership 

and PDS

ROI of 1262% in Critical Care units
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